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Abstract

This paper proposes a static scheduling of an ap-
plication designed using the IEC 61499 standard. In
this standard, a function block (FB) is an event trig-
gered component and an application is a FBs network.
According to specifications, we propose temporal con-
straints on the application behavior. To verify these
constraints, we propose to transform the application
blocks into a particular tasks system with precedence
constraints. The purpose is to exploit previous works
on scheduling. In addition, we propose a schedulabil-
ity analysis generating an accessibility graph of the
application. This graph allows the construction of a
static scheduling to use by a sequencer at run-time.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, several component based approaches
have been proposed to develop safe control applica-
tions. They allow to model applications at design time
[4]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to evaluate real-time
behavior without modelling the execution support and
its distribution.

The IEC 61499 standard [9] is one of the most
known component-based methodology in the indus-
trial field [4]. It allows to model applications as well
as the execution support. A component (called Func-
tion Block and denoted by FB) is a reusable functional
unit of software owning data.

A function block interacts with its environment
thanks to event and data inputs and outputs. Event
inputs trigger the function block activation while data
inputs provide algorithms parameters. According to
[8, 9], we allows events buffering in blocks. We sup-
pose a buffer of sizem (m ≥ 1) in each application
block. In this case, events loss depends on the buffer

size. On the other hand, a control application is spec-
ified by a so called ”function blocks network”.

A control application has classically to respect end
to end bounds [13] according to specifications. These
bounds represent the maximum duration between the
receive of stimulus from sensors and the activation of
the corresponding actuators.

According to the standard, the application blocks
are distributed on containers of devices called re-
sources. A resource is a logic execution unit corre-
sponding to time slots of the processing unit.

In a resource, the application blocks may share
data and also interactions with physical processes.
The standard imposes a non-preemptive execution be-
tween them. Due to this restriction, a mutual exclu-
sion on these interactions does not have to be explic-
itly handled. We note that a FB execution can be pre-
empted by another FB belonging to another resource.

In this paper, we synthesize the static scheduling
of a centralized IEC 61499 application. The resource
concept is not relevant to take into account in this
work. We suppose as assumption an application lo-
cated in only one resource of a device. We have to
apply a non-preemptive policy to perform such syn-
thesis.

To validate the temporal behavior of a control ap-
plication, we propose to transform its FBs network
into a particular tasks system with precedence con-
straints. The purpose is to exploit the previous re-
searches in this field. This system is different from
all those proposed in other researches. It allows the
representation of all execution scenarios.

To avoid any events loss, we propose to compute
deadlines for the different application tasks. A dead-
line defines the latest completion date of a task exe-
cution [19]. This computation must take into account
the end to end bounds according to specifications.

To check the application feasibility, We propose



a schedulability analysis based on a graph construc-
tion. If all deadlines are met, we generate an off-line
scheduling [24] to use by a sequencer at run time. This
off-line scheduling specifies all the execution scenar-
ios inside the resource. It is a direct acyclic graph
(DAG) where each trajectory represents a possible
blocks scheduling.

In the section 2, we present the IEC 61499 stan-
dard. Then we briefly present in the section 3 a be-
havioral characterization of a FB and a control appli-
cation. In the section 4, we present the transformation
approach of a FBs network into a particular tasks sys-
tem. Then, we present in the section 5 the computation
of blocks deadlines. In the section 6, we present the
schedulability analysis of an IEC 61499 control appli-
cation. Finally, we present in the section 7 a method
generating priorities of events inside blocks.

2 The IEC 61499 standard

We present the main concepts of the IEC 61499
Function Blocks standard [9, 8]. This standard is an
extension of the IEC 61131.3 [7] for the Program-
mable Logic Controllers (PLC). We can divide its de-
scription into two parts: the architecture description
and the block temporal behavior through the events
selection mechanism.

2.1 Architecture description

An application function block (FB) (figure 1) is a
functional unit of software supporting some function-
alities of an application. It is composed by an interface
and an implementation.

The interface contains data/event inputs and out-
puts supporting the interaction with the environment.
Events are responsible for the activation of the block
while data contain valued information.

The implementation consists of a body and a head.
The body is composed of internal data and algorithms
implementing the block functionalities. Each algo-
rithm gets values in the input data channels and pro-
duces values in the output data ones. They are speci-
fied in structured text (ST) language [7].

The block head is connected to events flow. It se-
lects the sequence of algorithms to execute with re-
gard to an occurrence of an input event. The selec-
tion mechanism of an event occurrence is encoded in
a state machine called the Execution Control Chart
(ECC). At the end of the algorithms execution, the
ECC sends the corresponding output event occur-
rences.

Regarding that we are interested in the temporal
behavior of the application, we will only focus on

Figure 1. An IEC 61499 Function Block

event flows. Therefore, we suppose a complete syn-
chronization between event and data flows.

In the standard, a function blocks network defines
a functional architecture of a control application. Each
event input (resp. output) is linked to an event output
(resp. input) by a channel. If not, it corresponds to a
global input (resp. output) of the network. Data inputs
and outputs follow the same rules.

According to the standard, a device (industrial con-
trol system) is composed of one processing unit and
interfaces (for sensors, actuators and the communica-
tion network). Moreover, it contains one or more con-
tainers called resources.

A resource contains application FBs interacting
with physical processes. It defines”the important
boundary that exists between what is within the scope
of the IEC 61499 model and what is device and system
specific functionality. Issues such as operating system
and communications protocols are outside the scope
of the standard” [18].

The resource can be viewed as a logic execution
unit corresponding to time slots of the processing unit.
It provides a scheduling function, for its local FBs,
applying a non-preemptive policy.

In this paper, we are interested in the validation of
the temporal behavior inside a resource. We suppose
then an application located in only one resource of a
device. This assumption, representing the simple case,
is well required to validate thereafter the temporal be-
havior of a distributed application on several resources
of devices.

Running Example. For all the continuation, we
consider a simple toy example of an IEC 61499 ! (fig-
ure 2) to explain the proposed approach.

This application is composed by four FBs. Each
FB implements elementary functionalities (one for
each input event). The application receives two ex-
ternal input events (i.e,ie1 andie5) and can send five
output ones (i.e,oe4, oe5, oe6, oe9 andoe10).

According to specifications, the application has to



Figure 2. A control application fbn

respect end to end bounds between the receive of these
external input events and the sent of output ones.

2.2 Temporal behavior of a FB

Let us turn to the internal behavior of a function
block. The standard supposes that only algorithms ex-
ecution spends time. In a given function block, the
ECC is said idle if there is no algorithm to execute.
Otherwise, the ECC is busy.

According to the standard [9], the FB contains a
limited buffer (sizem ≥ 1) for input occurrences. The
ECC behavior is devised into three steps :

* First, it selects one occurrence of an input event
according to priority rules defined in the resource.

* It activates the algorithms sequence correspond-
ing to the selected event. Then, it waits for the re-
source scheduler to execute this sequence.

* When the execution ends, it emits occurrences of
corresponding output events. These occurrences are
sent simultaneously or in exclusion. The emission de-
pends on state variables of the FB.

We note that an algorithms sequence of a FB is
atomic. The generation of events priorities is not spec-
ified in the standard. Therefore, it is up to the designer
to fix such priorities [11]. We define at the end of this
paper a method generating events priorities in a FB.

On the other hand, the ECC is specified by a state
machine where each trajectory is conditioned by the
reception of an input event, then the execution of an
algorithms sequence and finally the sent of the corre-
sponding output events.

Running Example. We present theECC behav-
ior of the function blockFB1 (figure 3).

We distinguish two algorithms sequences to exe-
cute :Alg1 andAlg5. These sequences have to be ex-

ecuted when the corresponding input events occur. We
note that the selection mechanism is performed thanks
to state variables ’a’ and ’b’ ofFB1.

When theECC selects anie1 occurrence, it asks
(!ex fb) the processor to perform the corresponding
algorithms sequenceAlg1. When the execution is fin-
ished (?end ex) and depending on the state variable
’a’, the ECC sendsoe1 to FB4 or simultaneously
oe2 andoe3 to respectivelyFB3 andFB2.

When theECC selects anie5 occurrence, it waits
also the processor to execute the corresponding algo-
rithms sequenceAlg5. When it is finished, it sends
oe7 to FB3 or oe8 to FB2 depending on the internal
variable ’b’ (figure 3).

Figure 3. The ECC behavior of FB1

3 Behavior formalization

To characterize the temporal behavior of a function
block, we have to take into account the execution of its
ECC. Indeed, theECC selects not only algorithms
to execute but also the output events to send. Nev-
ertheless, the selection of transitions inside theECC
may depend on internal state variables. We propose to
define sets of output events corresponding to all pos-
sible executions.

On the other hand, we classically define end to end
bounds on the application behavior. These bounds
represent the maximum duration between the receive
of stimulus from sensors and the activation of the cor-
responding actuators. They are deduced from specifi-
cations.

In this section, we first present an abstraction of the
function block behavior. Then we propose a formal-
ization of end to end bounds. For all the continuation,
we denote byfbn a function blocks network.



3.1 Function block behavior

We propose an abstraction of the function block
behavior. The problem is to identify the possible out-
put occurrences corresponding to an input one. Such
association is specified in theECC state machine.
Nevertheless, firing a transition in theECC can de-
pend on internal variables of the block and also on in-
put data. Therefore, we propose to identify the super-
sets of output occurrences that occur simultaneously.

For each trajectory of theECC automaton (i.e.
each possible execution), we associate a superset gath-
ering all the output events occurring successively.

Let considerIE (respOE ) the set of input (out-
put) events offbn. In the same way, let consider
IEFB (respOEFB ) the set of input (resp output)
events of a function blockFB. In addition, lettr be a
trajectory ECCECCFB . we denote by,

* IE(tr) the input event occurring intr
* OE(tr) the set of output events occurring intr
We propose a functionfollow associating to an in-

put eventie ∈ IEFB , the sets of simultaneous output
events.

follow(FB,ie) =
{OE(tr)/ ie = IE(tr), tr ∈ ECCFB}

Running example. In the example, we associate
for ie5 two sets of output events. These sets corre-
spond to the trajectories of theECC starting from
the transition triggered by?ie5.

follow(fb1, ie1)= {{oe1}, {oe2,oe3}}
follow(fb1, ie5)= {{oe7}, {oe8}}

follow(fb4, ie4)= {{ oe4}}

3.2 fbn temporal constraint

According to specifications, a real time application
must often respect temporal constraints as end to end
bounds. We associate, in this paper, such bounds to a
FBs network.

We formalize in this section the dependance be-
tween function blocks. We propose a functioncause
that specifies causalities between an event input of a
FB and the corresponding output of another one re-
garding theFBs network. Note thateffect specifies
the opposite function associating to an output event,
the input event target of the sent occurrences.

Running example. From the link betweenFB1
andFB4 , one can deduce :

cause(ie4)=oe1; effect(oe1)=ie4

On the other hand, we define infbn the setinputs
(resp,outputs ) of input (resp, output) events such as
each event is not linked to another one.

inputs = {ie ∈ IE / cause(ie)/∈ OE}
outputs ={oe ∈ OE / effect (oe)/∈ IE}

In this paper, we suppose periodic events ofinputs.
We are based on the model proposed in [19] to char-
acterize such events by a release time r, a period p, a
jitter j (the maximum deviation of the period) and a
constant deadline d.

Running example. In the example, we have the
following sets :

inputs={ ie1,ie5}
outputs={ oe4,oe5,oe6,oe9,oe10}

We propose the functionboundencoding all the
end to end bounds offbn. bound(ie,oe) denotes the
maximum duration between the release time of anie
occurrence (ie∈ inputs) and the sent of anoe one (oe
∈ outputs). It is directly deduced from the application
specifications.

Running Example. In the treated example,
bound(ie1,oe4) specifies the maximum duration that
can take the treatment ofAlg1 andAlg4.

We suppose the following constraints deduced from
the specifications :

• bound(ie1,oe4) = bound(ie1,oe5) = 20,

• bound(ie1,oe6)= bound(ie5,oe10) = 25,

• bound(ie5,oe9) = 23,

4 Transformation into a Task Model

In this part, we propose to transformfbn into a
tasks system S with precedence constraints [2]. This
system is different from all those proposed in other
researches.

We first define a task as an execution of a FB. Then
we define a trace as a sequence of tasks.

4.1 Task definition

An application task T corresponds to the execution
of a function block activated by an occurrence of an
input eventie. This task implements the correspond-
ing algorithms sequence.

We define the functiongenerate(ie)associating for
an input event ie the corresponding task T. Note that
is generatedby(T) is the opposite function of gener-
ate(ie). In addition, we denote byTaskthe tasks set of
S.

Let setOE be a set of output events. We define
the functiontarget(setOE) associating forsetOE the
following set of tasks,



target(setOE) =
{T ∈ Task / ∃ oe ∈ setOE ,

oe = cause(is generated by(T))}

We propose, the following characterization of a
task T,

T={ r, j, p, d, WCET , BCET , pred, succ}

such as,

• r (release time), j (jitter), p (period), d (deadline)
: Temporal parameters according to the model
proposed in [19]. We propose, in the next sec-
tion, a method processing these parameters.

• WCET (resp BCET) : the worst (resp best) case
execution time of the algorithms sequence cor-
responding toie. It can be evaluated using the
code and the characteristics of the execution sup-
port [23].

• pred : the task that must be executed in fbn be-
fore the execution of T . It corresponds to the
execution of the FB producing cause(ie) (ie =
is generatedby(T)).

• succ : a set of tasks sets. Each tasks set corre-
sponds to a possible execution scenario (ie. only
one tasks set between all ones is performed).
The tasks of a set are to be executed once the
execution of T is finished. They belong to FBs
activated once theie treatment finishes.

succ(T ) = {setT ⊂ Task/
∃ setOE ∈ follow(fb,is generated by(T )),

setT = target(setOE)}

Running example. In the proposed example, we
distinguish seven tasksTi corresponding toiei (i ∈
[1, 7]). The taskT1 corresponds to the algorithms
sequenceAlg1. The predecessor ofT4 and the suc-
cessors ofT1 are as follows,

pred(T4) = T1

succ(T1)= {{T2,T3}; {T4}}

When theT1 execution is finished, two scenarios
are possible : Either we executeT2 andT3 or we exe-
cuteT4.

We definefirst (resplast ) as the set of tasks with
no predecessors (resp successors). The setfirst (resp
last) corresponds toinputs (respoutputs),

first = {T ∈ Task / pred(T) /∈ Task}
last = {T ∈ Task/ succ(T )= Ø}

4.2 Trace definition

To specify causalities between tasks, we define in
S a trace tr as a tasks sequence,

tr=T0,T1,.....,Tn−1

such as,

• T0 ∈ first, Tn−1 ∈ last

• ∀ i ∈ ] 1,n− 1 ], Ti−1 = pred(Ti)

We define the trace concept to just specify end to
end bounds. A trace represents then a possible execu-
tion part of the application when an event belonging
to inputs occurs.

We denote byTraces the traces set in S. We de-
note also by start(tr) the first task of the tracetr.

To avoid any functional problem, we suppose non
reentry traces [14, 20] : the execution of thek − th
instance of a trace must not start before the execution
end of the(k−1)−th one. More precisely, the period
of the first task is higher than the corresponding end to
end bound.

In a closed control loop, a new reading from a sen-
sor cannot be done before the activation of the corre-
sponding actuators.

Running Example. In the example, we distinguish
five traces. Each trace specifies a possible application
behavior.

tr1=T1, T2; tr2=T1, T3; tr3=T1, T4;
tr4=T5, T6; tr5=T5, T7

Finally, we define in the system S an operationopi

as the set of traces having the same first taskTi. It
specifies all possible executions offbn whenTi is ac-
tivated.

opi= {tr ∈ Traces / start(tr)= Ti}

At run-time, some tasks ofopi have to be executed
each timeTi is activated. Some others have to be ex-
ecuted depending on the execution of their predeces-
sors. We characterize the execution of a task as fol-
lows,

Definition. Let T be a task of an operationopi.
We say that the task T isprincipal if it is executed
each timeTi is executed.

More precisely, the taskT is principal if it is di-
rectly executed when its predecessors are completely
executed.

∀ T ′ ∈ pred∗(T ), cardinality(succ(T ′)) = 1

Running example.In the example, we distinguish
two operationsop1 andop5 (figure 4),



Figure 4. The application operations

op1 = {tr1, tr2}; op5 = {tr3, tr4, tr5}.

The operationop1 specifies two possible applica-
tion executions. According to the execution of the task
T1, we execute eitherT2 andT3 or T4.

The taskT1 is executed periodically. It is then a
principal task. The execution of the tasksT2, T3 and
T4 depends on the state variable ’a’ ofFB1. They are
not principal tasks.

5 Deadlines computation

To validate the temporal behavior of the applica-
tion, we present in this section an approach to com-
pute tasks deadlines. A deadline represents the latest
completion date of a task execution [19].

A deadline computation is based on end to end
bounds described in specifications. Moreover, it must
avoid any events loss in buffers of blocks.

5.1 deadlines computation basing on end to end
bounds

Let tr be a tasks trace ofS. We classically de-
fine bound(tr) as the end to end bound of the trace
tr. This temporal constraint corresponds to the bound
between the activation offirst(tr) and the end of the
last(tr) execution.

We defined the deadline of a taskT ∈ tr. We de-
finedbound the upper bound deadline to guarantee the
end to end bounds of traces containingT . dbound has
to take into account the time for executing all the suc-
cessors belonging tosucc(T ) before their respective
deadlines. We process this deadline as follows,

If T ∈ last,

dbound = bound(tr)

Otherwise,

dbound =
minTi∈succ(T ){di −

Pdj≤di

Tj∈succ(T ) Tj .WCET}

To respect the end to end bounds of all traces con-
tainingTi, the deadlinedi has to respect the following
condition

∀Ti ∈ S, di ≤dbound
i .

Running example. We suppose the following
worst case and best case execution times of the dif-
ferent tasks,

We process the tasks deadlines as follows,

• dbound
2 = dbound

4 = bound(tr1) = bound(tr3) =
20

• dbound
3 = bound(tr2) = 25

• dbound
1 = min{dbound

4 −T4.WCET, dbound
2 −

T2.WCET − T3.WCET} = 11

• dbound
6 = bound(tr4) = 23

• dbound
7 = bound(tr5) = 25

• dbound
5 = min{dbound

6 −T6.WCET, dbound
7 −

T7.WCET} = 17

5.2 Deadlines computation taking into account
buffers size

Denoting bym the size of buffers in the applica-
tion blocks, the events loss occurs when the number
of active tasks at a given time is larger thanm.

To avoid this problem, we first propose to char-
acterize the release time of each application task. We
propose then to compute deadlines in the order to keep
such number lower thanm.

Note that this method can also be used to determine
the sizes of buffers if they are not fixed.

5.2.1 Temporal characterization

Let Ti be an application task such asTi ∈ first. The
taskTi is periodic regarding the periodicity of read-
ings from sensors.

We characterize the temporal behavior of an appli-
cation block as follows,

Definition. Let fb be a function block of fbn. We
define a”hard activity duration” of fb, a duration dur-
ing which all the non principal tasks are periodically
activated.



More precisely, the hard activity duration of a
block corresponds to the worst case when all the non
principal tasks are executed as if they are principal.

To avoid any events loss in the corresponding
buffer, we must compute tasks deadlines in a such du-
ration.

Running example. In the example, we suppose
T2 andT6 (respT3 andT7) as principal tasks inFB2

(respFB3) to compute their deadlinesd2 andd6 (resp
d3 andd7).

Considering non reentry traces, all the application
tasks are periodic. Lettr = T0,....,Tn−1 be a trace of
S. We characterize the temporal behavior ofTi ∈ tr
(i∈ [ 1 , n− 1 ] ) as follows.

• ri = r0 +
Pk=i−1

k=0 BCET (Tk)

• ji = di−1 −
Pk=i−1

k=0 BCET (Tk)

• pi = p0

The earliest activation date ofTi occurs when each
previous task in the trace is executed as soon as possi-
ble (
Pk=i−1

k=0 BCET (Tk)). The latest activation date
occurs when the previous task ends just in time (i.e. at
its deadline). The difference between the earliest and
the latest date corresponds to the jitter (figure 5).

5.2.2 Evaluating the Hyper Period

To validate the application, we classically verify the
respect of deadlines in a hyper-period H [22]. There-
fore, we propose to compute these deadlines in the
same hyper-period.

Let lcm be the least common multiple of the
tasks periods. LetTmax = {rmax, pmax, jmax} and
Tmin = {rmin, pmin, jmin} be two tasks offirst
such as,

∀Ti ∈ first, rmin +jmin ≤ ri +ji ≤ rmax +jmax

As we treat non reentry traces, we can exploit the
result on the hyper period proposed for the schedu-
lability analysis of asynchronous systems [17]. By
analogy with our case, the analysis may be done in
[rmin + jmin, rmax + jmax + 2.lcm].

5.2.3 Deadlines computation of a FB

Letfb be a function block containingq tasks. To com-
pute the deadlines of its tasks, we suppose the hyper
period as a hard activity duration. All the non princi-
pal tasks are then supposed as principal ones in a such
period.

According to the previous temporal characteriza-
tion, each taskTa ∈ fb is activated periodically.
Moreover,Ta belongs also to a tracetr of S.

tr = T0, ...., Ta, ...., Tn−1

Let Ta,k be thek−th instance of the taskTa in the
hyper period (figure 6). LetTe,h be the(m + 1)− th
instance activated infb aftert(Ta,k).

To avoid any events loss in the buffer, the execu-
tion of Ta,k must finish before the activation ofTe,h.
Otherwise,m + 1 input events occur during theTa,k

execution, whereas the buffer size ism.
We denote bydloose

a,k the deadline bound of the in-
stanceTa,k to avoid any events loss infb (figure6). It
corresponds to the earliest activation date ofTe,h.

dloose
a,k = re + h.pe − (r0 + k.p0)

Considering that there exist(b rmax+2.lcm−ri
pi

c +

1) instances of each taskTi ∈ fb in the hyper period,
we compute the corresponding deadline bounddloose

i

as follows,

dloose
i = min{dloose

i,k , k ∈ [0, b rmax+2.lcm−ri
pi

c]}

In the same way, we compute the deadlines of tasks
belonging to each block offbn. We suppose the hyper
period as a hard activity duration for each one of them.

Finally, to avoid any events loss in a buffer, the
deadline of each task has to respect the following con-
dition,

∀ Ti ∈ S, di ≤ dloose
i

5.3 Deadlines generation method

In this subsection, we propose a method process-
ing deadlines for the different tasks of the systemS.
These deadlines have to respect

• dloose bound to avoid any events loss in blocks.

• dbound bound to satisfy end to end bounds.

Contrary todloose, the computation ofdbound is based
on the successors deadlines of the task. Therefore,
such deadlines have to take into account the corre-
spondingdloose. We propose a computation method
in two steps.

Let tr be a trace ofS as follows,

tr = T0, ......, Tn−1

first step. We compute the deadlinedloose of each
taskTi ∈ tr, (i ∈ [ 0, n− 1 ]).

Second step.We compute the real deadline thanks
to the proposed bound formula,

• dn−1 = min{dloose
n−1 , bound(tr)}



Figure 5. Temporal characterization of tr

Figure 6. The scenario of the instances arrivals

• ∀i ∈ [0, n− 2],

di =
min{ dloose

i , dbound
i }

with,

dbound
i =

minTk∈succ(Ti) { dk -
Pdj≤dloose

k
Tj∈succ(Ti)

WCET(Tj)}}

To conclude as soon as possible the infeasibility of
the application, we propose the following schedulabil-
ity condition,

Proposition. (Schedulability condition)
Let consider a tasks system S specifying an IEC

61499 application. The system S is infeasible if

∃ Ti ∈ S,di < WCETi

Running example.In the example, we propose the
following temporal characteristics of the tasks belong-
ing to first. We suppose that their jitters are null. We
deduce also the temporal characteristics of the tasks
T3, T4, T6 andT7.

We Compute for the different tasks the correspond-
ing deadlines according to the proposed method,

First step. To avoid any events loss in
FB1, FB2, FB3andFB4, we compute for each task
the deadlinedloose in the hyper period[1, 53]. We ob-
tain the following values.

Second step.Applying the proposed method, we
obtain the following real deadlines that avoid any
events loss and guarantee the respect of end to end
bounds,

• d2 = min{ bound(tr1), dloose
2 } = 20

• d3 = min{ bound(tr2), dloose
3 } = 25

• d4 = min{ bound(tr3), dloose
4 } = 20

• d1 = min{ dloose
1 , min{ d4-WCET (T4), d2-

WCET (T2)- WCET (T3) } } = 11

• d6 = min{bound(tr4), d
loose
6 } = 23

• d7 = min{ bound(tr5), dloose
7 } = 25

• d5 = min {dloose
5 , min{ d6 - WCET (T6) -

WCET (T7)}} = 17



All the processed deadlines are higher than the corre-
spondingWCET . Therefore, we use them to perform
the schedulability analysis of the application.

6 Schedulability analysis
In the scheduling theory of real-time systems, two

interests exist : periodic systems [16, 1] and systems
with precedence constraints [15, 3]. Even these two
fields are separately rich in results, there are few re-
sults where both aspects are treated together.

Until today, only one work studied the case of sys-
tems with precedence constraints, periodicity and end-
to-end bounds [5]. Nevertheless, the used task model
is not well expressive to specify all execution scenar-
ios of an application.

We propose then a schedulability analysis [1] of
a tasks systemS based on the proposed task model.
This analysis validates the temporal behavior accord-
ing to specifications. The schedulability criterion is
then the respect of all tasks deadlines.

Based on the method processing these deadlines,
the analysis applies the EDF policy [25] to verify
all bounds. We propose to construct an accessibility
graph [22] in the proposed hyper period. The acces-
sibility graph is a set of scheduling trajectories. Each
trajectory represents a possible scheduling of a traces
set. We apply the EDF algorithm during each trajec-
tory construction to verify end to end bounds of the
corresponding traces. A trajectory specifies then a
possible behavior of the application.

When the application is feasible, we generate an
off-line scheduling as a DAG to use by a sequencer at
run-time. This DAG is well required to abstract the
resource behavior at run-time.

6.1 Accessibility graph generation

Let G be the accessibility graph constructed dur-
ing the schedulability analysis ofS. We construct
this graph in the proposed hyper period[rmin +
jmin, rmax + jmax + 2.lcm]. We define a tasks state
C of G as follows :

C={ set, T, t}Where,

• set : a tasks set of S to execute

• T : a selected task to execute between all the ac-
tive ones ofset. We apply the EDF policy to
perform such selection

• t : the start time of the T execution

We propose the following rules to apply during the
graph construction. The first rule allows to construct
the first tasks stateC0.

• Rule 0. the first tasks state is characterized as
follows,

C0 = { set0, Tmin, t=rmin+jmin}

Where,set0 contains all the tasks belonging to
first (set0 = first).

We generate then step by step the different tasks
states in the different G trajectories as follows.

Let Ci = { seti, Ti, ti} be a state in the graph G

• Rule 1. if ti ≥ rmax + jmax + 2.lcm Then
we stop the current trajectory construction. This
trajectory is a possible scheduling of the appli-
cation.

• Rule 2. if ∃ Tj ∈ seti / dj < tj Then the
system S is infeasible.

• Rule 3. if Ti /∈ last then Let us suppose that
succ(Ti) contains k tasks sets.

succ(Ti)= {ts0,...,tsk−1}

We construct k tasks statesC0,...., Ck−1 target
of Ci as follows,

∀ j ∈ [0, k − 1], Cj = {setj , Tj , tj}

1. ∀ j ∈ [ 0,k− 1 ], setj = seti \ {Ti} ∪ tsj

2. tj = ti + WCET (Ti)

• Rule 4. if Ti ∈ last. Lettr be the trace contain-
ing Ti . We constructCj = {setj , Tj , tj} target
of Ci as follows

1. Sj = Si \ {Ti } ∪ first(tr)

2. tj = ti + WCET (Ti)

6.2 Algorithm

We propose the algorithm applying the approach.
This algorithm is based on a recursive functiongener-
ate()(table 1). The application feasibility is concluded
if we successfully generate all the possible trajecto-
ries.

Based on a graph construction, the proposed analy-
sis is optimal regarding the optimality of EDF [25].
Therefore, if we conclude the infeasibility of the ap-
plication then no other approach concludes the re-
verse.

To calculate the algorithm complexity, we denote
by m the number of all operations to schedule. Let



Bool generate(C : tasksstate, first : taskslist,
tasks : taskslist, time: integer)
Begin
T1 : task; C1 : tasksstate; result : bool;
result← true;
if (C.t ≥ time) //time = 2.lcm + rmax + jmax

then return(true);
for each taskT1 ∈ C.S

if deadline violated (T1)
then return (false);

C.T ← apply EDF (C.S);
while(ts ∈ C.T → succ andresult)

create(C1 ); C1 .S← C.S \ C.T∪ ts ;
C1.t← C.t+ T2.WCET ;
result← generate(C1 , first, time)

return result;
End.

Table 1. The recursive function generate()

pi be the traces number of the operationopi ( i ∈ [
0,m− 1 ] ). Let qi be the tasks number of the longest
opi trace.

The maximum number of tasks states to construct
in the graph isα*β where,

• α = Πj=0..m−1pj is the trajectories number in
the accessibility graph.

• β=Σm−1
j=0 qj is the longest trajectory.

To process the problem complexity, we suppose
that the biggest number of trajectories in the acces-
sibility graph isn. We suppose moreover that all tra-
jectories containsn tasks states. The complexity of
the problem is then O(n2).

Running example. In the example, we perform the
proposed algorithm to validate the temporal behavior
of the application.

By constructing the accessibility graph in the hy-
per period [1,53] , the algorithm constructs the tra-
jectories specifying the different execution scenarios.
We present a part of such graph (figure 7).

Applying the Rule 0, we construct the first tasks
stateC0 ={{T1,T5},T1,t = 1}. Then, we apply the
proposed rules to construct the remainder states.

We successfully construct the graph and we prove
the application feasibility.

In addition, we deduce from the accessibility graph
an off-line scheduling as a DAG. In fact, identical
branches of the tree are merged. We show in each
state of this graph the selected task and the start time
of its execution. This graph, used by a sequencer at
run-time, abstracts the resource behavior (figure 8).

Figure 8. The-schedulability-analysis

7 Definition of events priorities pol-
icy

Now we have to go back to the FB behavior. The
selection of events occurrences (by the ECC) must be
based on the corresponding tasks deadlines. Indeed,
the occurrence to select must correspond to the task
that has the earliest deadline.

Regarding that the ECC is unaware of these tempo-
ral properties, We propose therefore to exploit the pre-
vious schedulability analysis to generate events prior-
ities for each block. The scheduler receives then at a
given time t from anECC the adequate task to exe-
cute that has the earliest deadline.

This proposition allows to guarantee the confor-
mity between the internal behavior of a FB and the
scheduler behavior inside the resource.

As the schedulability analysis is performed in the
hyper period [rmin + jmin, rmax+jmax+2.lcm ] , we
propose to generate for each block the order of occur-
rences to select in a such duration.

Let iei,m and iej,n be two occurrences to select,
we note thatiei,m � iej,n if the ECC has to select
iei,m beforeiej,n .

Running Example. According to the generated
accessibility graph, we deduce the following events
priorities for ECC1 : ie11 � ie51 � ie12 � ie52

� ie13� ie53

The state machineECC1 must select these occur-



Figure 7. The-accessibility-graph

rences in a such order to guarantee the correct com-
position with the scheduler.

8 Conclusion

This paper proposes a contribution to develop an
industrial control application according to the IEC
61499 standard. This application is located in a sin-
gle resource of a device. We classically suppose end
to end bounds as bounds on the application behavior
according to specifications.

We combine the two versions of the standard by
supposing a buffer of sizem ≥ 1 in each block. The
events loss appears in a block when the number of new
events is larger than the buffer size.

To exploit the previous researches on scheduling,
we propose to transform the application into a par-
ticular tasks system with precedence constraints. this
system is different from all those proposed in other
works. It allows to model all the possible execution
scenarios of the application.

To avoid any events loss, we propose a method
processing deadlines for tasks. This method takes also
into account the end to end bounds.

To validate the application behavior, we propose
an optimal schedulability analysis based on the con-
struction of an accessibility graph. If the application
is feasible, then we generate an off-line scheduling to
use by a sequencer at run-time.

We are currently working to propose a fault tol-
erant schedulability analysis of an IEC 61499 appli-
cation [26, 6]. The purpose is to authorize a limited
number of deadlines to be missed.

We also plan to check the feasibility of a control
application distributed on several resources of a de-
vice. According to the standard, an on-line preemptive
policy can be applied to schedule blocks belonging to
different resources. Thanks to this paper contribution,
we plan to consider the off-line scheduling of each re-
source as an OS task [26].

The application is viewed then as a set of OS tasks.
We plan to apply a schedulability condition checking
the on-line preemptive scheduling of these tasks in the
device.

In addition, we plan to extend our researches by
supposing a distributed application on several devices.
Such extension imposes to take into account the com-
munication interfaces and the networks bounds.
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